UBRA World RULES:
1. The UBRA, LLC & Tuff Enuf Ranch & Productions, LLC reserves the right to refuse or terminate any entry for any reason.
2. The UBRA World events (Saturday and Sunday) will feature PeeWee, Youth, and Open classes (with senior, futurity & derby
sidepots) that are open to UBRA members only who have obtained 8 qualifications prior to each World event. (Each entry in any UBRA
certified class = 1 qualification. Tour events are double qualifiers) Must have membership in the UBRA World class you would like to
enter.
3. The UBRA World is a clean slate show. Prizes will be awarded on Sunday as follows:
a. PeeWee after last run in youth class – prior to big drag for open.
b. Youth at draw #50 in the open class – prior to big drag in open.
c. Open, Senior, Futurity and Derby, 30 minutes following the last rider of the day. (Gift certificates that can be mailed with checks)
Winners must be present to accept their award or have someone accept for them. If no one is present to accept the award,
prize will go to next person on site able to accept.
4. If you want to be stalled together - you must put all entries in the same envelope.
5. Late fee applies to anyone who enters or ads a class after 7/13. Entries must be postmarked by said dates. UBRA WORLD Entries will
be accepted until Noon on Monday prior to event with late fees (7/30). No entries will be accepted after the deadline. Any changes
must be made at the office once the event office opens by NOON Friday. Selling spots/substituting can be done with $25 fee per
horse/rider for entire event ($10 sub fee if done by Noon on Monday prior to each event). Sidepot entries may be added onsite with
$5 additional fee and due by Noon onsite Friday.
6. Carry overs accepted from Futurity & Derby to the UBRA World classes, as well as from the youth & senior class to the opens. Must
be made at time of entry.
7. Dress code – Contestants must wear western hat/helmet, boots, long sleeve button down western shirt. Violators may be assed a
$25 fine. $5 hat fine pick up payable to donation bucket located at the UBRA Store.
8. Not knowing the rules IS NOT an acceptable excuse for disobeying the rules.
9. The UBRA and it’s representatives have the final say on all rulings.
10. No refunds.
11. There will be a 60 second time limit to enter the gate. You will get 3 calls at the gate before you are disqualified.
12. No schooling is allowed in the arena. Riders will be fined $25 for circling a barrel an extra time. We want to ensure the ground is as
fair as possible for every rider.
13. You may circle once in the arena prior to the start of your run. You will be fined $10 for any additional circling. This is to ensure the
runs are completed in a timely manner.
14. Open and Youth Classes will be on the 4D half second split
15. Futurity sidepots and Senior will pay out on 2D full second split. Derby sidepot will pay on 2D half second split.
16. All classes will have 75% payback, with 100% added money paid out
17. Tipped barrels result in a no-time.
18. We will drag every 5 riders, with big drags every 50 riders.
19. You must have a current negative coggins test on hand.
20. In the event of a timer malfunction, the rider will be given the option of a re-ride. All re-rides must be completed by the end of the
class. If you tipped a barrel during your first run, you will not be given a re-ride.
21. Riders must compete in the order of the draw. It is the rider’s responsibility to know when they are up in the class. Riders running
out of turn will be disqualified.
22. The UBRA futurity & derby classes are side-pot only classes. All sidepot entries must enter the open to be eligible for the side-pots.
23. All fees (entries, stalls, camping) must be paid prior to first run. Any fees incurred during previous run must be paid prior to running
again. Anyone caught steeling shavings, or using stalls or electric with out paying prior to using or entering the office will be fined
$100. You must pay for stalls and electric prior to use.
24. Vendor booths are available for rent through the UBRA. All vendors including farriers, chiropractors, massage therapist, etc must
pay a vendor fee prior to offering any services on the premises. Anyone caught offering services who has not paid a sponsor/vendor
fee will be fined $100 in addition to the vendor/sponsor fee.
25. Questions/suggestions prior to the event can be sent to jessica@ubra.org
Any questions or concerns during the event should be directed to the event staff at the arena office.

THANK YOU FOR COMING; GOOD LUCK & HAVE A SAFE WEEKEND!

